Abstract-In scenarios where devices are too small to support MIMO antenna arrays, symbol-level cooperation may be used to pool the resources of distributed single-antenna devices to create a virtual MIMO antenna array. We address design fundamentals for distributed cooperative protocols where relays have an incomplete view of network information. A key issue in distributed networks is potential loss in spatial reuse due to the increased radio footprint of flows with cooperative relays. Hence, local gains from cooperation have to balance against network level losses. By using a novel binary network model that simplifies the space over which cooperative protocols must be designed, we develop a mechanism for the systematic and computational development of cooperative protocols as functions of the amount of network state information available at relay nodes. Through extensive network analysis and simulations, we demonstrate the successful application of this method to a series of protocols that span a range of network information availability at cooperative relays.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
YMBOL-LEVEL cooperation between neighboring wireless nodes is known to have the potential for large datarate gains in wireless fading channels [1] , [2, and references therein]. However, cooperative transmissions also lead to increased radio footprints due to multiple simultaneous transmissions by nodes which are topologically distributed. Thus, it is possible that the increase in the throughput of one flow comes at the expense of spatial reuse. The actual tradeoff depends on the form of inter-flow coordination protocols in the network, which determines the timing and form of nodes' transmissions. In turn, the form of coordination depends on how much network state information is available at each node.
In this work, we analyze the role of network state information and the associated design of random access protocols in the context of cooperative communication-based networks.
Our core contribution is a technique for protocol development for cooperative relays. This technique applies for any subset of full network state information, which constitutes the channel states of all links and node states. This contribution is framed by three key results. First, we propose a binary approximation for the network, simplifying all continuouslyvalued random variables to two-state variables. The binary approximation is then used to create relay access policies where the relay has zero, one, or two hops of channel information about the rest of the network. For each case of channel state information, we also consider the impact of whether the relay adopts a conservative or greedy viewpoint about the unknown network state information. These access policies serve as guidelines to design cooperative protocols for actual wireless channels. Second, we compare the partial information policies to the policy which has full information to quantify the performance impact of each piece of network state information and yield an intuitive result: if a relay is greedy and assumes the best case scenario about what is not known about the rest of the network, then gains can be significant for the cooperative flow but they cause significant loss for other flows in some topologies. In contrast, a conservative relay, which aims to cause no harm to other flows, requires a substantial amount of network information to provide any reasonable cooperative gains. In short, a relay can be both helpful and socially responsible only if it has significant information about the state of the network.
Lastly, we close the loop by translating the relay access policies from the binary approximation to SINR-based protocols and study their performance using hardware-accurate network simulations. Our simulations reveal that the trends predicted by the binary model hold for actual fading channels.
The proposed "computational" mechanism for protocol design is inspired by the fact that designing medium access protocols with provable performance is often analytically and/or computationally intractable due to large state space. As a result, medium access protocols are often designed on a case-by-case basis with different amounts of network state information. As a notable exception, the authors in [3] reverse engineer the exponential backoff structure of many random access medium access control (MAC) protocols as a solution to a non-cooperative game. Similarly, the authors in [4] present an optimization-based framework for automated protocol design that solves an example scheduling problem. These works pursue a different methodology to a similar goal: the construction of protocols in a procedural fashion.
Information theoretic analyses of cooperative communication have a sizable body of literature [1] , [5] , [6, and references therein]. These works generally assume perfect network knowledge and centralized coordination to establish performance bounds on cooperative networks. In practice, global network knowledge at every node is often infeasible and/or not scalable as the size of the network increases. In contrast, we study distributed cooperative protocols.
Network-layer distributed cooperative protocols have a considerably more sparse presence in the literature. A survey of the current state-of-the-art [7] highlights the spatial reuse issue as an open problem. The protocols in [8] - [12] rely on non-simultaneous transmissions, and hence are a form of opportunistic routing. We are interested in protocols where the source and relay transmit simultaneously within the same bandwidth since these simultaneous transmission schemes achieve higher rates [13] and simplify transceiver design [14] , [15] compared to their non-simultaneous counterparts. The protocols in [16] , [17] use RTS/CTS packet exchanges to mitigate interference caused by relaying on surrounding flows. RTS/CTS is disabled by default in the majority of 802.11 chipsets because of the overhead suffered on every transmission. In contrast, we study reactive NACK-based cooperative protocols that do not require preemptive handshakes to coordinate cooperation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we describe our signal, decoding, and carrier-sense model. In Section III, we construct a binary approximation of this model and develop relaying policies for different amounts of network state information. We evaluate the relative performance of these relaying policies by considering their propensity to assist or harm the network. In Section IV, we translate these policies into SINR-based protocols and evaluate their performance using a custom network simulator.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe our signal model, decoding model, and carrier-sensing model. We then discuss physical layer relaying schemes and define the desired relaying policies.
1) Signal Model:
We assume a slow fading model on the propagation of wireless signals. The reception of a transmission from a source node S at a destination node D in the presence of interferers is represented by
where y D represents the received signal at D and x S represents the transmitted signal from S. The multiplicative fade h ij between nodes i and j remains constant for at least the duration of x. 1 The additive noise z D is assumed to be circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable that is drawn i.i.d. for every sample of x i . The set I contains all other simultaneously transmitting sources in the network that act as interferers to S.
2) Decoding Model: We further assume an SINR-based decoding model that allows D to correctly decode a packet from S if and only if
where H ij = |h ij | 2 = |h ji | 2 represents the instantaneous, path-symmetric power of the fading channel, E[·] represents an expected value over the duration of the transmission x S , and γ DEC is an SINR detection threshold.
3) Carrier-sensing Model: When a node S is backlogged with packets to send and is currently receiving, it will pause the state of its backoff counter when the total received energy exceeds a threshold, or
where γ CS is a carrier-sensing power threshold.
4) NACK-based Relaying Protocols:
In our prior work, we designed and implemented a negative acknowledgment-based (NACK) cooperative MAC layer [14] alongside a DF-capable cooperative PHY transceiver [18] in a real-time FPGAbased prototyping platform and showed large improvements in throughput and bit-error-rate. We use this implementation as the basis for the MAC layer protocol development in this paper.
In a NACK-based cooperative MAC protocol, the relaying phase of cooperation is only engaged when a direct transmission between source and destination fails due to insufficient channel quality [7] . Synchronizing cooperative transmission to this event at both the source and relay simultaneously is solved by explicit NACK broadcast from the destination [14] .
5) Relaying Policies:
We refer to the instantaneous snapshot of network dynamics as network state information (NSI). Consider a network of nodes represented by the set N. Two key components frame NSI,
where
represent the sets of channel states and transmission states in the network respectively. Note that the cardinality of H is
if self-channels are disallowed and channel gains are assumed to be path symmetric. Since the cardinality of X is |N|, the cardinality of NSI grows with the cube of the number of nodes in the network, or O(|N| 3 ). Given a half-duplex constraint, a node i can either be transmitting or receiving at any given point in time 2 , or X i ∈ {Tx, Rx}. Let R ∈ N represent a node in the network that is capable of acting as a cooperative relay for a flow of traffic in the same network and X R represent its instantaneous transmission state. Additionally, let NSI ⊂ NSI represent a subset of network state information available to the relay and ψ ∈ NSI represent a particular network state from the perspective of the relay. We define a relaying policy as the mapping of a known NSI state at R onto the transmission state of the relay, or
where f : NSI → {Tx, Rx}. We distill the task of cooperative policy design down to determining this functional mapping for a particular objective: to maximize the rate of a cooperative flow while minimizing any rate degradations in noncooperative flows of the network. In other words, we aim to minimize the spatial reuse degradation that can be caused by cooperative relays by eliminating relay transmissions in cases where doing so would harm a nearby flow.
III. BINARY APPROXIMATION AND POLICY DESIGN
In the model described in Section II, NSI contains channel fades that are supported over a continuum of values. In this section, we develop a binary model, NSI B , as an approximation of the full NSI, for a five node, two-flow network. We show that the states in this model can be explicitly classified by the effect that relay transmission would have on the network if the relay were to transmit. We then define relaying policies that operate with incomplete NSI B ⊂ NSI B and evaluate their relative performances using the binary approximation.
A. Network Model Approximation
We approximate the signal and detection models presented in Section II in two fundamental ways. First, we consider a binary approximation of instantaneous channel fades where H , then a collision occurs and neither transmission is decodable. We note that the binary collision model, without the probability law on the links, is commonly used in medium access layer protocol design [19] . In Section IV, we remove both of these assumptions and translate the policies generated using the binary approximation into SINR-based cooperative protocols.
For tractability, we limit our study to the case of the two-flow, five node network graph shown in Figure 1 . The node R1 represents a relay node that is paired with source S1. Figure 1 (a) shows that 15 possible random variables (10 channel states + 5 node states) make up any given snapshot of the network. Since each of these 15 bits can take on one of two values, there are a total of 2 15 = 32768 possible network states. To reduce this state space to a more manageable size, we limit the scope of the discussion to relay policies designed for the NACK-based cooperative protocols discussed in Section II. This reduction allows us to focus on a relaycentric network model that ignores all interactions that are unaffected by relay activity.
The goal of this study is to determine the conditions under which the relay should transmit (i.e. when X R1 = Tx). NACK-based protocol where the relay is only ever requested to transmit under the condition that its source is unable to communicate to its destination, we can further reduce the following states as follows:
• X S1 ≡ 1: A NACK from D1 triggers simultaneous transmissions at S1 and R1. If it decides to transmit, R1 will overlap transmission with S1.
• X D1 ≡ 0: If the cooperation request is signaled by D1 via a NACK, then D1 knows that a cooperative transmission is to follow and it will not initiate any transmissions.
• X D2 ≡ 0: In general, D2 can potentially generate transmissions in the form of ACK/NACK control packets meant for S2. To reduce the number of states that must be considered, we assume that this cannot occur. In Section IV, we broaden the policies generated by this model to include arbitrary number of flows among an arbitrary number of nodes. Since flows can be bidirectional, this effectively also captures the case of interference caused by control packets and thus relaxes this assumption.
• H B S1D1 ≡ 0: In a reactive cooperative protocol, relay transmissions only occur when the corresponding source transmission fails due to insufficient channel gain. Thus, we can assume that this channel is disconnected.
• H B S1R1 ≡ 1: Given the decode-and-forward physical layer operating at the relay, the link between S1 and R1 must be connected for the relay to transmit. Figure 1 (b) shows that this conditional model reduces the number of state elements in the network to only 8, leaving a far more manageable total of 2 8 = 256 possible states.
B. State Classification
A relay transmission can have a number of effects on the network as a whole. We classify these effects into three sets A, B, and C. Set A contains all states where a relay transmission assists the S1-D1 flow in recovering a packet. Set B contains all states where S2 is forced to defer a backoff while receiving when it otherwise would not because of R1 triggering a carriersense. Finally, set C contains all states where D2 fails to decode a message from S2 because of a collision caused by R1. Formally,
where the overline represents a logical complement. Figure 2 highlights three example network states ψ B that occupy the subsets A, B, and C. Since events B and C correspond to mutually exclusive events (S2 reception and transmission respectively), these subsets are also mutually exclusive. Using Equations (8) through (10), we label each network state ψ B with its membership in these subsets, or
where D represents a set of states where relay transmission has neither positive nor negative impact on the network.
C. Relaying Policies with Partial NSI
In the previous section, we showed that network states can be classified according to the relay's effects on the network. Given these labels, relaying policies can be derived that govern whether a relay should transmit as a function of the current state of the network (X R1 = f ψ B ). In this section, we first define relaying policies assuming that the relay is fully aware of the current global network state ψ B . We then consider relaying policies where the relay has incomplete network state information ( NSI B ). 1) Full NSI: When a relay has access to full NSI B , it can accurately determine the current state of the network ψ B . As such, the relay knows perfectly what effect transmission during this state will have on the network as a whole. We can define a relay policy that minimizes negative impact on a surrounding flow by disallowing transmission when ψ B is labelled with events B or C since these reduce spatial reuse by interfering with the operations of the other flow:
where Z represents a "don't care" where neither a relay transmission nor the lack thereof will impact the network in any way. Enumerating all possible 256 network states, 48 of the 256 total states belong to B or C and represent conditions where the relay should avoid transmitting. One can write the Boolean expression that ties the values of the individual network state elements to the behavior of the relay X R1 (the relay avoiding transmission). One can employ standard Boolean reduction techniques to convey this behavior more simply than the sum-of-products form of 48 cases, or
In this expression, we use the FNSI acronym as representation of the "Full NSI" policy. There are two critical components to Fig. 3 . If H R1D2 is unknown, the relay cannot distinguish between these two states.
this behavior. The ① term addresses the potential for the relay to cause a packet drop due to a collision with a transmission from S2. Specifically, the relay should avoid transmitting when S2 is transmitting and S2 would not collide with a transmission from S1 but would collide with a transmission from R1. The ② term addresses the potential for the relay to cause unnecessary backoff deferrals at S2. The relay should avoid transmitting when S2 is receiving and no link is present between S1 and S2 but a link is present between S1 and R1. This behavior establishes the baseline performance of a relaying policy that has access to all of the elements required to calculate Equation (13) . The power of this methodology lies in the fact that we can also determine the relay behavior for any arbitrary subset of NSI B .
2) Incomplete NSI: One can construct incomplete NSI
B
policies by recognizing that eliminating knowledge is equivalent to binning network states into coarser delineation. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show two network states where the full NSI policy enables and disables relay transmission respectively. However, the only difference between the network states is the H R1D2 state element. If this state element is unknown to the relay, the two states are binned together creating a conflict set where the lack of knowledge yields ambiguity in what the relay should do; the relay is unable to determine whether the current state of the network is in an assist classification A or also in a collision classification C. In dealing with these conflict sets that arise with incomplete knowledge available to the relay, we consider two approaches to this problem: Conservative View: When a relay is unable to distinguish between multiple states, it may assume the worst about the state elements it does not know. This assumption yields a disabled relay (X R1 = 0) in the case that any state within the conflict set demands a disabled relay. Greedy View: Adopting the best-case viewpoint about unknown states, a relay can enable transmission (X R1 = 1) when any state within the conflict set demands relay transmission.
These approaches apply to any arbitrary subset of the full NSI B knowledge, so a remaining task is to determine what subsets of full NSI B to consider. A useful way of sorting NSI B is considering the hop-distance of the NSI B elements from the relay. This approach allows a quantitative description of how "local" a node's view of the network is.
Let NSI B (n) represent the set of NSI elements no further than n hops away from the relay. In our two-flow network, these sets are defined as
In the case of NSI B (2), all wireless channels are at least two hops away so the relay knows full NSI B with the notable exception of the transmission state of S2 (i.e. X S2 ).
In the following sections we use the notation Cons(n) to identify policies that use the conservative mapping with n hops of knowledge. Similarly, the notation Greed(n) is used to identify policies that use the greedy mapping.
Conservative Policies:
Using the same Boolean reduction techniques as before, conservative relaying policies can be identified for different numbers of hops of information made available to the relay.
In the full NSI B case in Equation (13), the X S2 acts as a kind of switch to determine whether the relay's behavior is dominated by collision avoidance or backoff deferral avoidance. In Equation (17), this switch is missing and both terms apply because the two-hop policy does not have access to the node state. In Equation (18), the relay is only able to base its decision of whether to transmit on the set NSI B (1). Acting conservatively, the relay is only able to transmit when the links between R1 and both S2 and D2 are disconnected. The relay guarantees that it cannot cause a backoff deferral at S2 or a collision at D2. Finally, the relay in Equation (19) is never able to transmit since it can never guarantee that it will not harm another flow.
Greedy Policies:
Greedy relaying policies can be identified for different numbers of hops of information made available to the relay.
The key difference between Equations (13) and (20) is that if only one condition (collision or backoff deferral) instructs the relay to halt, it is assumed that the unknown X S2 state element would have disabled that term. In other words, the relay only halts transmissions when either a B or C event would occur regardless of the X S2 state. Additionally, another case for disabling the relay appears when R1 and D1 are disconnected since the relay cannot assist the cooperative flow in this case. In Equation (21), the relay only disables transmission when it knows that it will not be able to help. In these cases, there is only an opportunity to harm the network, so even the greedy relay disables transmission. Finally, the relay in Equation (22) knows nothing about the network and greedily transmits whenever it is requested.
D. Performance Evaluation
As a mechanism to compare the performance of different policies, we evaluate the probability of the network entering a particular event subset while simultaneously considering whether a relaying policy transmits. In other words, a relaying policy can be penalized for transmitting within the B or C event subsets and rewarded for transmitting in A. The probability of a relay transmitting in event A is
where P r{ψ B } can be calculated by the product of the Bernoulli parameters. Similar expressions for event spaces B and C can be derived.
It is useful to consider a particular application scenario where the R1 node is geographically near the S1 node. This models a usage case where one user owns both the relay and source nodes and both devices are located near the user. Furthermore, let us simplify the discussion of these systems by considering a single dominant parameter: flow separation.
= p where p represents a single parameter that acts as a proxy for flow separation. As p → 1, the flows are topologically connected with high probability, and as p → 0, the flows are disconnected with high probability. For simplicity of discussion, assume every other state element probability is 1 2 . Using Equation (23), we compute expressions that determine the propensity of each policy to transmit in the A, B, and C subsets as a function of the single independent parameter p. Table I summarizes the performance of each of the six previously described relaying policies. Figure 4 plots the expressions in Table I as functions of p. In Figure 4 (a), we plot the probability of each scheme transmitting in a state where a relay is able to help its paired flow. The greedy policies all improve performance over the full NSI B policy since they transmit during cases where the full NSI B policy halts relay transmission in accordance with minimizing negative impact on the neighboring flow. The conservative policies decrease performance over the full NSI B policy since they avoid transmitting in states where the full (1) Greed (2) Greed ( (1) Greed (2) Greed(1) Probability (c) Probability of causing collision. Fig. 4 . Each policy exhibits different behaviors in terms of the relay's propensity to transmit in the event subspaces.
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B policy would because they are unable to distinguish these states from those where the relay should be halted. The Cons(1) policy in particular exhibits an unusual behavior in that it is able to help only as p → 0. This is due to the fact that, given only one hop of NSI B knowledge, a relay is unable to align its transmissions to source interference that would be present anyway since it has no idea what the link qualities are between its source and other nodes in the network.
In Figures 4(b) and 4(c), we see the impact of the relay policies on the probability of the neighboring flow deferring and colliding, respectively. As stated previously, the full NSI B and conservative incomplete NSI B policies cause no deferrals or collisions. The greedy incomplete NSI policies, however, allow degradations in the interest of increasing the probability of assisting the cooperative flow.
IV. PROTOCOL DESIGN AND SIMULATION
The policies presented in Section III operate on binary network state information. Now, we translate the preceding two-flow policies into n-flow protocols. These protocols are then implemented in a custom network simulator and are evaluated in realistic fading environments.
A. Protocol Translation
The binary network model abstracts from reality in two key ways. First, only two unidirectional flows are considered, whereas arbitrary networks can potentially have many bidirectional flows. Second, channels take on only binary states whereas actual channels span a continuum of powers. We now translate the aforementioned policies into cooperative protocols that overcome these limitations of the model. Specifically, we can directly translate the Cons(2), Cons(0), Greed(2), and Greed(0) policies. The one-hop policies, however, highlight a limitation in the binary network model when it applies to SINR-based protocol design. Consider the policy stated in Equation (18) . The relay transmits when its links to the other flow are disconnected. As defined by the binary collision model, the relay is able to guarantee that no collision or deferral event can take place in these states. This policy does not translate to an SINR-based scenario, where the measurement of a single link quality is insufficient to guarantee that a collision or deferral event will not take place. Even if the relay measured the instantaneous channel between itself and another destination as being very weak, it is still possible that a transmission will cause a collision if the channel supporting the other flow is also very weak. Despite this limitation, we are able to conclusively show that the remaining policies not only are capable of being translated into SINR-based protocols, but their relative performance in realistic fading environments is accurately predicted by our analysis of the binary model. Conservative Protocols: The Cons(2) and Cons(0) policies can be directly translated into protocols that operate on instantaneous SINR measurements. Consider a network N consisting of N nodes. 
where [·] represents the Iverson bracket. Additionally, P t is a constant representing transmission power, L ij is a multiplicative factor that reduces power according to path loss between nodes i and j, z is a constant representing the thermal These protocols ensure that the relay is disabled whenever it would cause a deferral or collision event in surrounding flows. As such, they guarantee zero reduction in spatial reuse. Greedy Protocols: Similarly, the Greed(2) and Greed(0) policies can be directly translated into protocols that operate on instantaneous SINR measurements. 
Protocol 2 formally specifies the Greed(2) behavior. The collision and backoff terms are
where all components share the same definitions. The Greed(0) protocol can simply be stated as X Greed(0) R = Tx since it makes no effort to defer any of its transmissions.
The greedy protocols will increase the rate of the cooperative flow but will do so at some cost to surrounding flows. 
B. Custom Simulator
To evaluate the distributed protocols, we construct a custom network simulator based on the well-known ns-2 simulation environment. The 802.11 extension to ns-2 contributed a number of enhancements for wireless applications [20] . We have added significant extensions to include a cooperative PHY module and a path-symmetric Rayleigh fading channel module. Using our real-time FPGA implementations of cooperative protocols [14] , [15] , we have verified the accuracy of this simulator with actual over-the-air and channel emulator measurements.
C. Performance Evaluation
In Table II , we specify the key simulation parameters. In Section III, we evaluated the various policies with a single parameter p that affects the likelihood of the cooperative flow being connected to the other flow in the network. In this section, the analogous parameter is the distance between the relayed and non-relayed flow as shown in the simulation topology in Figure 5 .
The cooperative flow has a large source-destination distance in order to place that flow in a fading-dominated regime (i.e. a significant number of the packet losses suffered by the destination are due to inadequate channel capacity between S1 and D1). The non-cooperative flow is in an interferencedominated regime where very few of its transmissions are lost due to fades. This topological selection emphasizes the negative impact of the relay on the non-cooperative flow and allows clear differences between the distributed cooperative protocols to be seen.
A useful metric for evaluating the performance of a protocol is to compare the throughput of each flow when a relay is present in the network with the throughput of each flow when there is no relay. We consider this change in throughput when a relay is present in the network. Figure 6 shows the measured throughput difference when a relay is present and when it is not for each previously described protocol. Figure 6 (a) focuses on the impact of cooperation on the cooperative flow. Of note, the Cons(0) protocol provides no improvement over the case where the relay is absent from the network because the Cons(0) protocol never uses it. All other protocols, however, provide throughput improvement. In particular, the Greed(0) protocol (that always uses the relay) provides the most improvement at all flow separation distances. This fact is predicted by the binary network model and was shown in Figure 4 (a). Greed (2) Greed (0) Cons (2) Cons (0) (b) Non-cooperative Flow Performance. Fig. 6 . The relay can assist the flow with which it is paired and harm the flow with which it is not. These effects can be balanced with protocol selection.
Figure 6(b) shows the impact of relaying on the noncooperative flow. Since the relay can only increase the footprint of the cooperative flow, this means that spatial reuse can only degrade and not improve the performance of the non-cooperative flow. Again, the Cons(0) protocol never uses the relay so it never degrades the throughput of the noncooperative flow. Greed(0), however, has two distinct regions where the harm on non-cooperative flow reaches local maxima. The reason there are two regions is that the locations where collisions and backoff deferrals each create the most impact are not necessarily the same; they depend on the many parameters specific to the simulation. Regardless, the Cons(2) protocol avoids any harm just as the corresponding policy predicts in Section III. In Figure 4 , each policy was analyzed as a function of a proxy for flow separation. Noting the similarities with the actual flow separation comparisons in Figure 6 , this confirms the binary model as a robust mechanism for the procedural generation of cooperative protocols.
